
 

 

 

Future Classic  
 
BIOGRAPHY  

Future Classic is an independent music company based in Sydney. Its mission is to 
develop successful careers for its roster across the full spectrum of artist activity 
while pushing the envelope of live and electronic music. 

The record label was first established by Nathan McLay in 2004 as a side project 
while he managed the digital department for Inertia, distributors in Australia for labels 
including XL, Warp and Ninja Tune.  

Initially a vinyl-only imprint for Australian artists to release internationally Future 
Classic drew on a few of Nathan’s contacts from his day job, new music discovered 
through his night job as a DJ and the design talent of Jay Ryves to oversee its visual 
aesthetic. The pair were joined by Chad Gillard and a small army of helpers all 
greatly valued. 

Future Classic soon ventured into touring international artists including the first 
Australian tours for Fat Freddy’s Drop, Quantic and Alice Russell and DJs including 
Rainer Trüby and Kyoto Jazz Massive. 

Future Classic has since released music on the record label for artists including 
Flume Flight Facilities, New Navy, Joakim and organised tours for artists including 
Little Dragon, The Whitest Boy Alive, Sebastien Tellier, Todd Terje, Dixon, Henrik 
Schwarz, Classixx, Aeroplane, Prins Thomas, DJ Koze among others. Locally it also 
provides artist booking for its domestic artists. 

A forward thinking attitude towards the music landscape has seen Future Classic 
develop a publishing partnership with industry leader Kobalt, actively engage in 
collaborations including the Becks Berlin Sessions series and music strategy for Le 
Coq Sportif as well as producing events for Sydney Festival, Vivid and, as of 2012, 
curating a stage for St Jeromes Laneway Festival. 

Future Classic has always been very hands on with its artists and today artist 
management is the core of its business, developing acts such as Flume and Mitzi 
with a mentality that utilizes DIY internal competencies while welcoming external 
opportunities in an attempt to provide artists with the best of both worlds. 

The roots of Future Classic remain with the music itself. In 2012 the Future Classic 
DJs, their staff DJ team popular for their online mixes, weekly radio show 6-8pm 
Saturdays AEST on FBI and Adult Disco parties released their debut official 
compilation featuring exclusive tracks from their local and (now also) international 
roster. 

PRESS QUOTES 
 
"Sydney's hip record label and touring company" - Sydney Morning Herald 

“One of the most respected imprints operating out of Australia... renowned for its 
consistency, and its status as a musical link between Australia and the rest of the 
world.” - Resident Advisor 



 

 

“There’s little doubt that Future Classic are one of Australia’s finest sources of 
excellent underground dance music.” - inthemix 

"you should be thankful that they exist" - Oyster Magazine 

“...the Future Classic DJs are all about danceable gems: old and new (hence the 
Future Classic moniker), but their dance music domination goes well beyond 
the decks.” - Time Out 

"A label that always delivers the goods." Mixmag 

 
WEBSITE 
www.futureclassic.com.au  

http://www.futureclassic.com.au/

